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end caps（1 pair ）

Pull arm (alternative with push arm)

Spline housing

Push arm (alternative with pull arm)

Extended Spline housing

     Note: Find out the switch S1 on the drive device, 

choose installation mode according to the specific 

installation form (pull arm or push arm)

(see figure on the right).

 If choose wrong, the drive device can not work properly.

Factory setting is installation with pull arm.

1. Set installation mode

push arm

pull arm
pull/push shift 
switch S1
( use a screw driver 
into the hole for shift )
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Drive shaft Drive shaft
Pull arm
Left hinge

Pull arm
Right hingeolide



    Temporarily remove the slider on the pull arm; 

    Take the Right hinge assembly as an example, 

according to the diagram, assemble the spline 

housing, the pull arm and the drive shaft together

 (the end face needs to be completely fitted), 

and the pull arm (shown by the dashed line) must 

be in the range of 0~40, if not, rotate the spline 

housing 90° with respect to the drive shaft and 

test again until it meets the requirements. 

    Fasten the M8 screws and tight torque is 15 N.m.

    Finally, place the slider back into the slide rail and

reinstall it with the pull arm.
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    Take the Right hinge assembly as an example, 

according to the diagram, assemble the spline 

housing, the push arm and the drive shaft together

 (the end face needs to be completely fitted), check

 whether the push arm is within the range of 0~25,

 if not, rotate the spline housing 90° with respect to 

the drive shaft and test again until it meets the 

requirements. 

    Fasten the M8 screws and tight torque is 15 N.m.

drive shaft
extended spline housing
push arm
screw M8

push armlinked arm
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put on the cover 

insert end capsolide
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